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Bates College
**Women's Athletic Association Keeps Pace With The Times**

**By VIRGINIA ENGLISH**

Kudos to the women's athletic community of Bowdoin College. The association has been a driving force in the development of women's athletics at the college, and it continues to set a high standard for other institutions to follow.

At a recent meeting of the executive committee of the association, a number of plans were discussed for the upcoming season. Among the topics under consideration were the need for additional equipment and facilities, the expansion of women's athletic programs, and the promotion of intercollegiate competition.

The association has been successful in attracting large numbers of women to its various teams, and it has been able to sustain its high level of performance. This success is due in large part to the leadership of President Charles J. Pearson, who has been instrumental in promoting women's athletics at the college.

The association has also been successful in attracting attention from the media, who have been quick to recognize the achievements of its members. This attention has helped to raise the profile of women's athletics at Bowdoin, and it has served to inspire other institutions to take similar steps.

In conclusion, the women's athletic community of Bowdoin College is to be commended for its dedication to the development of women's athletics. Its accomplishments have been truly impressive, and it continues to set a high standard for others to follow.

---

**Coed Entertainment Ed A.**

**Modern Program**

Fred Parents

A new and exciting program in the College was developed last month. The program, called "Modern Parent," was designed to provide parents with a wide range of activities and events that would help them to stay informed about the latest developments in the College.

The program includes a number of events and activities, such as the College's first ever "Parent's Night," which is scheduled for next month. The program also includes a number of seminars and workshops, such as the "Parent's Workshop," which is designed to help parents to better understand their children and their needs.

The program is open to all parents of students at the College, and it is available online at the College's website. The College hopes that the program will be a valuable resource for parents and that it will help them to stay informed about the College and its activities.
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**College English**" Publishers

**Art by Prof. Berkelman**

The College English, "A New Approach," has been published by the College. The book is designed to provide students with a comprehensive and engaging introduction to the study of English literature.

The book covers a wide range of topics, from the texts of the Middle Ages to the works of contemporary authors. The approach taken in the book is to encourage students to read and interpret the texts in a way that is both creative and critical.

The book is available online, and it is recommended for all students who are interested in the study of English literature.
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DOES OF THIS WEEK: The Batei Student body has been working very hard to prepare for the upcoming week. They have been busy preparing for various events, including a lecture series, a debate, and a student film festival. The week will culminate in a day of community service, where students will work together to help those in need.

DREAMING DAZING by . . .

TODAY'S COED - TOMORROW'S BUSINESS WOMAN

The publication of this annual issue of the STUDENT does not mean that we are losing sight of a consideration of the important and far-reaching plans that the women of today are making and that will be taking in the affairs of the world. In a college college, the work of training the girls for the responsibilities which will be theirs in society. In classroom, clubs and social activity, the girls are being encouraged to become members of the professional world. They are taking part in the business of the world, and adding to the dignity of the profession. The idea of protecting women, rules are more strict for the girls; but the idea of protecting men is just as strong. The pedestal no longer signifies anything to us as it did in the past. Women are no longer considered property; but they are considered partners in life. Women must take their places in business and industry, and must be treated as equals with men. Women must be educated to take their places in the professional world, and must be given the opportunity to do so.

Today's world is a world of opportunity for women. The fields of work are opening up for them, and they are no longer confined to the home. They are now taking their places in the professions, and are making their mark in the professional world. Women are no longer considered inferior to men, and are no longer considered to be the property of men. Women must take their places in the professional world, and must be given the opportunity to do so.
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Femmes Prove Athletic Prowess In Many Ways

By JOANNE LOWRY

Maybe you think we females are only good at knitting and sewing. Well, maybe so. But not all of us. We are proof that a lot of us are just as good at being competitive as the boys. At least we've shown it in the bicycle races.

We simply are the equal of the boys in bicycle races. We are not only as good as the boys, but we are a little better. Even the boys are impressed with our abilities.

\[Continued on page 9\]

Red Hot Game Five Trouncer Engineers

Feminine Springtime

As one of the authors of the illustrious Starlight boys last week brought the annual intercollegiate meet to Bates. For the first time all the Maine colleges were represented and the reports that were brought back are in line to tell the best of the little college.

This time the MEET will be run off. Some of the favorite competitors are: Charcoal, Thom. Bos. Lewiston, Bates, Colgate, and St. Lawrence. Three bikes for Bates are; John Tewson, Dennis Jones, Bill Laver, Wally Blatt, and Dave Sawyer.

Intramural League

Draws To Close Finish

East Parker and the New Mem are down in the Intramural League with both ambidextrous players taking a part in the basketball. During the games played were the dual meet with the New Mem.

This meet was held last week and East Parker had a good game and won, but the New Mem, was a bit better.

The New Mem was a bit better.

The East Parker team defeated the New Mem.

\[Continued on page 10\]

Hoopsters Meet Strong Team From Northeastern Thurs.

\[Continued on page 7\]

Sports

By DANNY Peden

SporTShigh Scorer

Track Teams Meet Bowden This Week

The Maine varsity and freshman track teams will be in action this week with Bowden High. The Maine teams will have a good chance at winning.

\[Continued on page 8\]
Twenty-First Carnival Proves Great Success

Keeping true to its theme, "Harmonious Society in Harmony" the successful Twenty-First Carnival was held this weekend in the Chapel. The following groups each made their share with the special emphasis placed on the Colby Chapel Choir. The group of the Colby Chapel Choir, the group of the Colby Chapel Choir, and the group of the Colby Chapel Choir were each successful in their respective efforts to create a harmonious society by combining music, dance, and theater into a seamless whole.

Chas, French Clubs Have First Meetings of Term

The French Lounges, regularly held for the French Club's first meeting of the second semester in Historic Lemonade Hall, were quite prominent, with students gathered in small groups or individually enjoying the ambiance of the French Club. The evening provided an opportunity for students to connect with fellow French enthusiasts and refresh their knowledge of the language.

Spring Sports Schedule

- BASEBALL
  - April 15: Baseball at Brunswick
  - April 22: Baseball at Medford
  - April 29: Baseball at Waterville
  - May 6: Baseball at Portland

W.A.A. News

Continued from page three

The first semester has brought much activity to the W.A.A. with successful close, with 88 girls receiving an average of 3.05. The first semester in Hedge Laboratory last Thursday evening was the setting for the meeting of the W.A.A. The first meeting of the W.A.A. was held last Thursday evening, with the presence of the members of the W.A.A. The meeting was attended by a number of students.

Spring IV

April
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- May 6: Baseball at Portland

Boston Business Colleges

Continued from page three
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President Sends Alumni Letter on College Affairs

A letter was recently sent out from President to all alumni, which a notice of the next event of the President of Alumni Professor Leslie S. H. His letter included the following:

"Dear Alumni,"

"I am writing to inform you of the upcoming events. The next event will be held on March 22 at the State Relays in Portland. Your support is greatly appreciated."

Other features included an exploration of the complications system and a description of the scientific and technological resources being offered.

Student Bod Sisters Sponsor Sleep So-Soundly

The students' weekly magazine featured an article about the Student Bod Sisters, a sleep society. The article highlighted their efforts to provide a serene and restful environment for students, discussing their activities and chairpersons.

New Arrivals for SPRING Fingerhut's - Sleeveless Sweaters and Oxford Loans

Your Look Best

New arrivals for SPRING Fingerhut's include sleeveless sweaters and Oxford loans. Visit your local Fingerhut's to find the perfect outfit for this season, with a variety of styles and colors to suit your personal taste.